
WRITING ACTIVITY MY FAMILY

The aim is to examine the role of families in advancing the UN's and reading activities which lead to them writing about
their own families.

Ask your child to describe what he or she heard that day. Which set of standards are you looking for? This is
the last timed segment, and you must now conclude the story. Date each story. Each article should answer the
5 Ws who, what, where, when, why as they apply. They can also draw that family member's favorite thing.
Making Scrapbook Memories Or, if you are willing to do the research, Civil War days, the turn of the century.
Explain to your students that they will create a book about their families including relevant details, like the
people and their role in the family. It's important that he or she tells the story. Alphabet Books "Talking
Alphabet Stories" can go on the road or around the table. Remind students to share specific details, like how
the family members help each other, what events they participate in together, and any specific places or details
special to their family. Publishing Besides the classic refrigerator-magnet approach to displaying your child's
artwork and writing, consider these publishing avenues: A binder with clear slip sheets featuring stories and
essays, a video of your child reading his or her story, a website featuring the story with any accompanying
artwork, a copy of the story mailed or emailed to interested family. Another names a word that could describe
the tree- leafy. Plays Find a favorite storybook and re-write it into a play. If you don't have access to a
computer, take the story down by hand. Writing With a Computer If you have a computer and can type, ask
your child to dictate a story as you type it. Encourage them to mention the things they did, all the people
involved, and any other details they can think of. Children can write about what they ate, what happened in
school, recess, after school, during the evening. Try to add a catchy headline to each story. It can be as simple
as, "Do you hear that bird cooing or that robin singing? Traits of Good Writing words Help your child practice
making word choices by describing objects in your home or around your neighborhood. Use your family
journals to record holidays, birthdays, and other special family times. Family Journaling Use the five senses to
add description, and brew up a really see-your-breath, bone-chilling, finger-numbing, shivering, freezing,
winter day! For example, "Jamie leaped over the mud puddle, Each day, for a week, spend some time together
writing down what you did all day. Consider what you would say in a commercial. Encourage your child to
come up with words and phrases to label these items in a way that tells the story of this special time. All
About Writing With your child, decide whether you want to re-enact an actual family drama or act out a story
that your child makes up. Write Around Story Swap


